Any products that contain real or faux fur (no matter how small the quantity) must be labeled in compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including but not limited to, the FTC’s Fur Products Labeling Act and The Dog and Cat Protection Act. The labeling requirements extend to all product—garments, home goods and accessories, in addition to shoes and handbags, that contain real fur or faux fur. Such garments and accessories include Men’s, Women’s, and Children’s outerwear, scarves, shawls, gloves, and hats.

All vendors and Hudson’s Bay, Lord & Taylor, Saks Fifth Avenue and Saks Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH merchant teams should be aware of the following, for all merchandise containing real or faux fur:

**REAL FUR PRODUCTS:**

- Label and product copy must identify animal name, in accordance with the Fur Products Name Guide. If you are not sure whether an animal name provided by vendor is acceptable, please refer to the Guide provided by the FTC. Only the names that appear on this chart are acceptable for purposes of labeling: Fur Products Name Guide.
- Label and product copy must also identify specific fur country of origin, in addition to all other required country of origin designations (e.g., fur country of origin “ASIA” is not acceptable).

**FAUX FUR PRODUCTS:**

- Label and product copy must include the words “faux fur.”

**ASIATIC RACCOON (Nyctereutes Procyonoides):**

- Saks Fifth Avenue and Saks Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH do not accept any merchandise with the fur type Asiatic Raccoon sourced from China. Saks will, however, continue to accept Asiatic Raccoon sourced from other countries such as Finland.
- Lord & Taylor does not accept any merchandise with the fur type Asiatic Raccoon, irrespective of country of origin.
- Hudson’s Bay will accept merchandise with the fur type Asiatic Raccoon from all countries, including China until the end of fiscal year 2014. Effective as of September 1st 2015, Hudson’s Bay will not accept or sell any merchandise with the fur type Asiatic Raccoon sourced from China.

**ADVERTISING/ECOMMERCE PRODUCT COPY:**

- For Hudson’s Bay, advertisements for product containing fur must include the disclosure “fur products labeled to show country of origin of imported furs.”
- For Saks Fifth Avenue, Saks Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH, and Lord & Taylor, advertisement for product containing real fur must include, in the copy, a disclosure with fur type and fur country of origin. For any faux fur product, the advertisement must include a faux fur disclosure.
- For Saks Fifth Avenue, Saks Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH, and Lord & Taylor, all e-commerce copy for product containing real or faux fur must include separate bullets stating (1) fur type (e.g., “dyed fox” or “faux”); and (2) Fur Country of Origin (where the fur type is faux, there is no need for Fur Origin).